Supply list for Little Bird Cards class, with Jude Siegel
November 18, 2023

Note: If you go to Artist and Craftsman, Merri Artist, or Columbia, show this list and ask for a student discount. Please do not buy cheap watercolor sets. They are not worth it, and will be frustrating! See note below, to order or rent paints from Jude.

* sketchbook for notes and warm up exercises
* pencil
* ruler
* scissors
* permanent black pen (plus any colored pens you want to bring)
* if you have gold or silver gel pens, bring them
* watercolors (you may purchase a set of 10 professional quality paints in a **travel paintbox from Jude for $65. You may also rent a paintbox for $5, for the class. Please let her know ahead of the class by emailing: colorfuljude@gmail.com
* paintbrush (a round watercolor brush, size 8 or 10)
* rag
* 3 small containers for water (sm yogurt size)
* lunch, water bottle and snacks